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In 1947, 2 years after the founding of the United

Nations in San Francisco at the end of the Second

World War, Europe was slowly rebuilding its infra-

structure. At the invitation of Robert L’Hermite

(director of the French technical institute of buildings

and civil engineering), a group of laboratory directors

met in Paris, France. These directors represented 15

different nations and their goal was to renew interna-

tional relations in the field of materials and structures,

which were interrupted by the war. From this

occasion, RILEM was born.

Sixty-six years later, RILEM is back in Paris for its

annual traditional meeting, the RILEM Annual Week,

and for the seventh RILEM International Conference

on Self Compacting Concrete. It is my pleasure and

honour to be in charge of the organization of this

‘Parisian return’.

Since 1947, the RILEM association has of course

changed through the years but it has remained, in

many different aspects, faithful to its initial objective.

First, the association has grown in numbers. Today,

the 15 initial countries have become 70. Nations and

experts from all continents contribute to the associa-

tion’s activity. Meetings are organized on a monthly

basis almost everywhere on this planet.

The mission of the association has developed through

the years into ‘‘advancing scientific knowledge related

to construction materials, systems and structures and

encouraging transfer and application of this knowledge

world-wide’’. This mission is now achieved through

collaboration of not only testing laboratories but also

leading experts in construction practice and science

including academics and researchers.

While the association has always favoured and

promoted cooperation at an international level by

general access to advanced knowledge, the goals of

RILEM in 2013 include concepts which were largely

unknown in the middle of the twentieth century, such as

promoting sustainable construction or promoting not

only cost benefit but also excellence in construction.

The RILEM association spirit is based on a delicate

equilibrium of tradition and modernity. Because of

this perpetual balance, it is able to change and adapt to

the world we all live in while defending the initial

values that led to its creation.

Considering the above, I have the sense that the

people who met in Paris in 1947 have succeeded in

their objectives far above their expectations. I am

therefore looking forward to welcoming you to Paris

to celebrate this success and the good health of the

association they created and that we all developed. For

the last 2 years, we have been doing our best to

organize an event that we hope you will enjoy and

remember. Paris is a perfect city when one wants to

enjoy a mixture of tradition and modernity.

Dr. Nicolas Roussel, RILEM Honorary President

for 2013
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